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i%foIecufar dynamics calculations on the time dependence of the anisotropic potentiat experienced by a probe molecule 
in argon, are presented. The calculations were performed for Ar densities of 100,300,500 and 784 amagat and T= 160 K. 
CoUecGve motions clearly manifest themselves at higher densities, in particular in the power-spectrum of the part of the an- 
isotxopic pbtential that transforms as an irreducible tensor of rank 1. The relation between time-dependent local anisotropy 
and a number of experiments is discussed. 

1. Introduction 

Veti little is kno-rvn about the relaxation of anlsotropies in fluids. Possibly because the time dependence of lo- 
cal anisotropy is not connected as directly to any experiment as for instance time-dependent density ~uctuations 
are to neutron- and light-scattering. Time-dependent local anisotropies, however, do play an important role in the 
rotational relaxation of small probe molecules in a host fluid [ 1,221. To be more precise, rotational relaxation is 
due to fhe time-dependent anisdtropic potential that perturbs the probe molecule. We will derive the relation be- 
tween this perturbation and the local anisotropy in the density of the host fluid around a linear Probe molecule. 

The ~teract~on between a &ear molecule and a single, atomic perturber can be formally expanded in a series 
of Legendre polynomials: 

V(r, 6) = [G v~r)P,(cos q, (1) 
= 

where r is the moIecule-perturber distance and 0 the angle between the &lecular axis and the line joining the cen- 
ters of mass of molecule and _perturber. Using the spherical harmonics addition theorem 131, this may be rewritten 
as 

where 6p, q$, now fi-r the orientation of the vector rp with respect to a faed frame and d, 4 describe the orienta-. 
.tion of the molecule in the same frame. If N perturbers are present, the perturbing potential may be written as: 

(3) 

Here it is assumed tbat.all contributions to the potential are pa&wise additive. ktroducisg the perturber density at 
time 6 p(r, f) = 2&,~ 6 r -r,(t)), the above expression can be rewritten as: ( 
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(4) 

‘ihe coefficients ah(t) defined above, are determined by the time dependence of that part of the local density 
around a probe molecule that transforms as Yr,&?, G). 

Any description of the rotational relaxation of a probe molecule requires the knowleclge.of the time-dependent 
perturbation. To get some insight into-the statistical properties that characterize this time-dependent perturbation, 
it is profitable to know its power spectrum. The knowledge of the power spectrum gives; first of all, an idea what 
frequency components of the perturbation are predominantly involved at different densities, and secondly, if a 
perturbation approach is justified, the knowledge of these frequency components is even suffkient for quantitative 
results [l J . It is therefore of some practical interest to know the correlation function of the perturbing potential. 
For a given molecule-perturber potential, all ah(t), and hence the correlation function, can be calculated by mo- 
lecular dynamics (MD). 

In order for the MD approach to be feasible, one has to assume that the translational motion is classical and that 
the anisotropic potential does not influence the translational motion. The correlation function of the perturbation 
is written as: 

Eecause, on the average, the fluid is isotropic, all (a lp,t(O)al,(t)> are zero, except if 1’ = I and m’ = --m, moreover 
(-1)” Gz~_~(O) ah(t)> is independent of m; 

(-IF ‘n&nr(0) ah(t)) = <alo a&)) 2 <CkO) C,(t)> (22 + 1)/4x, (6) 

where C,(t) is defmed by 

C,(t) = 9 J y p(r, t) u&r) P,(cos 0) r2 sin8 dr d0 d@. 
0 00 

(7) 

The correlation function of the perturbing potential can therefore be written as: 

We’, &QW, 0; 0 = ,; !+/(21+ l)lCC$$W’~r)) $_; (-1)” Yr_,(e’, 0’) Y,@, @). (8) 

It should be noted that the correlation function is a sum of independent correlation functions for different 1. We 
will now concentrate on the time-dependent part of (8). In order to calculate C,(t) one needs to know the r-de- 
pendence of the anisotropic potential ul(r). In the computations described below u1 (r) and uZ(r) were assumed to 
be proportional to the isotropic potential, u&). Although it is known that the r-dependence of I&-) may differ 
for different I, one may expect that the general features of (C~(O]C~(f)l are not very dependent on the exact num- 
erical values chosen for u&), as long as the overall shape and range are correct. 

. . 

2. Chhdations 

Molecular dynamics calculations were performed for a system of 256 lknnard-Jones (“argon”) atoms. The time 
step corresponded to lo-l4 s, the temperature ro 160 K(*l%). Runs of 5000 time steps were made at densities of 
0.106,0319,0.531, and 0.833 in units po 3. This corresponds to argon densities of 100,300,500, and 784 amagat, 
i.e. extending from dense gas to typical liquid densities. The value of C,(r) and C,(r) was calculated every 2 X lOBI 
s: The r-dependence of the anisotropic potentials u1 (r) and r.+(r) was assumed to be proportional to uo(r) = 
~[(&)12 - (cJ/~)~], with E = 119.5 K and o = 3.405 A. As all particles in the-MD calculations had the same mass, 
the results of the calculations should be applicable to cases in which the mass of the probe molecule and-the host 
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: atoms is app;oximately.equal Eve@ particle was sdccessively considered as the probe molecule, thus improving 
I the*stat&ics by a factor 256:From the data generated in the MD runs, the correlation functions CCl(O)c,(t), and 

CC~(B)c,(f)> were calctdated; these are shown in figs. 1 and 2. Figs_ 3 and 4 show their Fourier transforms G,(u) 
’ and G&)_ -. 

31 Discus&on 

As &R be seeri from figs. 1 and 2, increasing the densit? has the effect to speed up the decay of the correlation 
functions of the I = 1 .acd I = 2 atisotropic potentials. At low densities the decay time is typic-ally of the order of 
5 X lo’@ s, whereas at the highest density the reiaxation is about an order of magrritude faster, Another striking 
effect to be notedyis the behaviour of G1(o) and Go at high densities. As can be seen in fig. 3, a smau! hump at 

1 60 WI-~ in the power spectrum of C,(t) at a density of 100 amagat increases rapidly with density to a strong peak 
at 784 Am, almost equal in intensity to the remnant of the zero frequency peak. The corresponding correlation 
functions (fig. I),.show an evolution from slow, almost monotonic, decay to a rapid oscillatory behaviour at the 
highest density. In G&o) there is clearly also a large increase in the higher frequency components with density, 
although a distinct peak does not evolve. Ii is appealing to ascribe the rapid increase in intensity of the power spec- 
&urn of Cr () around 60 cm-l, to the onset of collective motions in the fluid. Indeed, the maximum of the frequen- 
cy distribution of liquid argon is situated in precisely this same region. Such an assumption would also qualitative- 
iy expfain the different behaviour of Gr(w) and Gz(w)_ If a particle, taking part in a phonon-like motion, is initial- 
Iy close to one of its neighbours, it wilI be closer to the neigbbour in the opposite direction, half a period later. 

Therefore, if the z-axis is chosen, for the moment, in the direction of the particle displacement, Cl(t) will change 
sign ilz half a period whereas CZ(tj will not. For this reasofz the power spectrum of C, (t) resembles the frequency 
distribution of the medium closer than does the power spectrum ofCz(t). Another point that should be noted is 

. 5 to WI-%) (5 

Fig_ 1. The &relation functi% of Cr(?). the part of the inter- 
molecular i;otential that transformk as an irreducible tensor of 
rank I, at T = 160 K, as a furiction of the Ar her&y, The am- 
z&tion function aidiffere~t densities is drawn to th&same, 
&bitraiy scale. 100 &nagat j7---); %I? amagat <*es); 500 
amagat (-.----I;734 amqgt (-1. 

Fig. 2. The corr&tiorr function of &&I, ihe &rt of the inter- 
molecul3r potential that trqsforms as an irreducible tensor of 
rank 2, at T = 160 K, as a function of the Ar density. The cor- 
relation function at different densities is drawn to the %nne, 
arbitrary smle. 1OQ tiagat ( ---I; 300 amagat (.=*I;500 . 
amagat (-- - * -): 724 amagat (--I. 

.- 
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that the correlation f&r&ions shown in figs. 1 and 2 are, at liquid densit&, clearly.not exponential. Exponential 
decay of anisotropiti perturbarions in liquids has been asstied by several authors [I ,4! _ For argon, such a~ as: 
sumption does’not seem justified. 

Experimental data on time-depend&t anisotropies in dense fluids are rather scarce. In the case of argon, relevant 
information seems to be contained in the foIlowing types of experiments. First of all, depolarized doll&ion-induced 
light scattering [5,6] gives information about the decay of anisotropies of the P2 type. This phenomenon has been 
investigated by Alder et al. [7] in an extensive MD study. Although the description of depolarized collision-induced 
light scattering is more involved than the description of anisotropic Ikturbations, as discussed’io this-letter, because 
time-dependent four-particle correlations may be involved as opposed to three-particle correlations in our case, it 
is tempting to compare the results of Alder et al. with the behaviour we observe for C-# 

First of all, one should note that, whereas in the above calculations the P2 anisotropy in &the density is weighted 
by a LI potential, the corresponding weight function in ref. [7] is the re3 dependence of the dipole-induced dipole 
contributions to depolarized light-scattering. This implies that the local anisotropy is probed over different ranges. 
Nevertheless the correlation function <C,(O)C,(t)) is, at liquid densities, qualitatively very similar to the correspond- 
ing correlation function (called p(r)) of ref. [7] . 

However, at lower densitks the decay of p(7) seems to be faster than that of Q(O)C~(t)>. 
Another experimental technique that is sensitive to the time dependence of local anisotropy is collisidn-induced 

dipolar absorption spectroscopy. From these experiments [S] the power spectrum of the dipole, induced by the 
interaction between the host fluid and a probe atom, is obtained. As the induced dipole moment transforms as an 
I= 1 spherical harmonic, these power spectra should be compared with G,(w). If the concentration of the probe 
atoms is low, only three-particle correlations enter in the description of the dipole correlation function 
4&0)~~(t)). The essential difference with CI (t) is that the induced dipole moment decays much faster as a 
function of interparticle distance (in fact, to a very good approximation, exponentiallyj than the LJ potential: 
Therefore col&ion-induced dipolar absorption typically probes short range anisotropy. This different range makes 

Fig. 3. The power spectrum of Cr (t) at T = 160 K, as a func- 
tion of the Ar density. The power spectrum at different densi- 
ties is drawn to the same, arbitrary scale. The large, but ftite 
values of Cl(O) fall outside the range of the picture, except 
for the highest density. 100 amagat (---); 300 amagat (s--k 
500 amagat (-=-m-k 784 amagat (-). 

Fig. 4. The power spectrum of Q(t) it T = 160 K, es a func- 
tion of the Ar density. The power spectrum at different densi- 

ties is drawn to the same, arbitrary scale. The large, but fite 
values of Ca(O1 fall outside the range of the picture. 100 
ama@ (---): 300 amagat (a.-):-SO0 amagat (-•-•-); 784 
amagat (-). 
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&ti~&&y& qkctruti &.&&(t) lbok c&i& different from G;(w). The strong coupling of Pl &ds&opy with collec- 

t& mo&s.d&, h&we&t, &o& up.in this tia& as well. hi fact, it manifests itself through the presence of the inter- 

+&ion_@ interfererice dip [9] ., . .- 
_-:_ Tllie relation beween rotational line-broadening and-the power spectrum of the perturbing potent& is simple if . 
a perturbation a@p:o&zh-isjustified and if the time s&le of rotational relaxation is larger than the characteristic 
time fbr the dissipation of local anisotrtipy. Under these conditions, there is a-linear relation between rotational 
line$-idths ana the-power spec;tntm of the perturbing potential. In rotational relaxation experiments, however, the 

-power spectrum of the p&-&bing-potentia1 is o&probed at a number of discrete frequencies, corresponding to 
p&sible fransitions between the energy levels of the probe molecule, ix&ding transitions between degenerate lev- 
els. 

In this disc&ion it was implicitly assumed that collision-induced light scattering as well as collision-induced di- 
polar absorption arise from pairwise additive contributions. The same assumption was made in the first section 
ibout the anisotropic potential perturbing a probe molecule. Within the limits of this approximation, it is clear- 
ihat rotational r&xation measurements can provide important complementary information on the time depeti- 
dence of local anisotropy in dense fluids. In particular it enables one to probe a differed range of the three-parti- 
cle correlation function than either collision-induced light scattering or collision-induced dipolar absorption. 
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